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Glossary of terms 
AFC Approved for Construction (AFC Drawings/Deliverables) 

BoD Break out devices 

CCB Cast Centre Block (Crossing) 

CoC PWI’s Code of Professional Conduct 

CEM Contractor’s Engineering Manager 

CRE Contractor’s Responsible Engineer 

CR-T Contract Requirements Technical 

CSM Common safety Method 

DfT Department for Transport 

DPE Designated Project Engineer 

DU Delivery Unit  

JNP Jubliee / Northern & Piccadilly (Lines) 

IDC/R Interdisciplinary Design Checks/Reviews 

IP Investment Projects (within Network Rail) 

LU London Underground 

NDS NR’s National Delivery Service  

NR Network Rail (The UK railways asset owner) 

NRG National Records Group 

NTCD New Train Care Depot 

PC Principal Contractor 

PEM(A) Principal Engineering Manager (Amey) 

PEM(N) Programme Engineering Manager (NR) 

POE Points Operating Equipment 

PRM-TSI Persons with Reduced Mobility / Technical Specifications for Interoperability 

PTO Principal Technical Officer 

RAM(T) Route Asset Manager [T]= Track / [C] = Civils 

RE/PW Railway Engineering / Permanent Way technical drawings 

RRAP Road Rail Access Point 

RSAR Reading Station Area Redevelopment [Project] 

S&C Switch and Crossing 

SSoW Safe System of Works (Information Packs) 

STO Senior Techincal Officer 

TBI Track Bed Investigation  

TOC Train Operating Comapny 

TRU Track Recording Unit – Geometry measurement train 

TQ / RFI Technical Query / Request for Information 

TV Thames Valley (Area)  

U/B Underbridge 
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Engineering Experience Summary: 
 

Technical Assistant / STO,  
Career began as a Technical Assistant for . DU technical team consisted; ATME, 
Hallade Gang (HG) and myself. Responsible for the recording and inputting of technical data including: rail 
stress certificates, repeat level two exceedance faults and the rail defect database. I also undertook 
technical work on site at night with the HG; platform gauging, geometry surveys and clearance 
measurements. I was taught how to decipher the TRU trace information by comparing previous runs and 
analysing the differences. 
Principal Technical Officer (Track Geometry)  
This role focussed solely on track geometry monitoring and improvement on behalf of the Team plus three 
TMEs on the route. Using knowledge gained I was undertaking surveys and “designs” whilst mentoring and 
developing junior staff. I was also working with the HGs who were not used to my survey techniques. I 
reviewed TRU data, analysed trends & proposed sites requiring improvement, then began creating front-
offset geometry files for tampers, attending supplier meetings, confirming allocation, stabling, shift times 
and section 5/7 specific requirements (design tamp / maintenance tamp / S&C and/or plain line etc).   
Engineering Data Analyst,   
I declined the position I was allocated, after a re-organisation, applying for a new role of Data Analyst 
instead. I was encouraged to commence studies through a Civil Engineering HNC. This commenced in 
September 2008, on a day release basis, successfully completing the examinations Spring 2010. Prior to 
leaving I helped the team create a business plan for 2008/09 for each of the three routes. My goal was to 
join the RSAR Project - after attending a fascinating PWI talk about it in September 2007. 
Project Engineer [Track],      
I started to transition from maintenance into projects soon after interview and the TBI and Drainage surveys 
were underway, so I began by answering TQs and reviewing the developing outline Southern Lines designs. 
I judged the drainage report and supporting drawings to be of poor quality so I carried out a site visit 
specifying an alternative outfall and requested that designer re-submit the drainage Form A. The Western 
lines package commenced in parallel with southern construction, and Depot (TCD) construction. Design 
assurance checker for the subsequent Track designs, ensuring all scope had been covered and engineering 
compliance achieved.  was the construction stage which I supported the delivery teams with. 
Work Place 5: Project Engineer,  
Scope re-rail jobs in work bank during walk outs, specify tie-in limits, existing & proposed materials, 
clearance issues, etc. stipulating limits to the Survey team. Attend IDC meeting with Design Team & all other 
disciplines. Create specification document and obtain approval signatures from all Asset Engineers. 
Work Place 6: Principal Engineer [Track],  
Primary role was managing the Track Team in the south and deputising for Design manager, in York. This 
included attending Railway Industry Association meetings, bid workshops and panel interviews. I was also 
CRE for several designs, examples of which are within my application form.  
Work Place 7:  PEM Track –    
Managing: Principals, Seniors, Designers/Technicians and Graduates in 3 offices on the Western Route 
focusing on projects in the South of the UK. Build and maintain team size, knowledge, skills, training and 
professional development. Assign individuals to roles on projects and drafting programs. The whole team 
have objectives to attend PWIs, update CPD records and apply for EngTech, IEng or CEng.  
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A.1: Maintain and extend a sound theoretical approach to the application of 
technology in engineering practice. 
 

Previously familiar with vertical S&C but on RSAR project the requirement was for NR60 inclined units for 

majority of the scheme. I inspected approximately 121 of the 132 units; at manufacturer’s yard and on-site / 

post-installation. This is equivalent to 92% of total number installed. 

One of the main benefits of this new technology was that they could be delivered on tilting wagons & installed 

in modular fashion, effectively ‘piece-meal’. Units built-up in the supplier’s yard and installed with 8x bolt 

bearer shrouds joining the panels together. This has the potential to install units in a fraction of the time of 

conventional units.  

Other benefits have been the optimised stroke settings of the Hy-Drives combined with roller baseplates that 

increase the lifespans and reliability of the working parts of the S&C. Similarly, the inclusion of break out 

devices within the moveable parts which, in the event of a run-through derailment, act as a sacrificial piece of 

alloy preventing extensive damage to ironwork and bearers.  

 

Extract from Special Instruction Notice: Hy-Drive Break-out Device inspection –  

 

 

Examples of many PWI events I have attended over the past 4 years can be found within Appendices B – D.   
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A.2: Use a sound evidence-based approach to problem-solving and contribute to 

continuous improvement. 

 

Recent construction standards stipulate that certain CCB crossing (running surfaces) shall be explosive depth 

hardened (EDH) to enhance their longevity. On RSAR a temporary vertical, 40/50mph timber 113A/FB junction 

was designed (on max limit Rd/E, mm/sec) to enable construction of the 1.85Km elevated railway. I suggested 

a potential research opportunity by specifying 5 / 6 crossings to be EDH and the remaining 1 as normal 260 

grade, then wear rates measured prior to the junction recovery.  

 

Schematic of  Junction 

 

, Note 8471 (EDH) and 8474 (Non-EDH) were renumbered by the Signalling team:  

• 8471b (8473 became 8471a)  

• 8477 (shown as 8474 above) 

16 months after install, I arranged for the manufacturer’s metallurgist to join myself, the senior technology 

engineer and NDS senior manager, on site to assess the wear rates. Both crossings were trailing 1:21 angle, 
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same traffic passing over at the same Vmax (40mph). Increased deformation was noticed on the normal grade 

crossing nose (and wing rails) caused by plastic flow, proving that the EDH crossing was better for reducing 

wear rates and ultimately maintaining good geometry through the S&C over a greater duration of time. 

Profiles taken by  
   

Profile No.1: of 8471b pts EDH 
Crossing (Trailing 1:21 CCB / EDH 
installed ) Radius 3512m 

Profile No.2: of 2 8477pts Non 
EDH Crossing (Trailing 1:21 CCB 
installed ) Radius 3508m 

  
 

Both Crossings were on the Temporary Down Relief line – exactly same: angle, bearers, 
traffic & installation date. Both Significantly more wear & lipping on the 260 grade / non-
EDH crossing nose. Note: Measurements taken 100mm from nose tips 

See appendix F for  Findings 

B.1: identify, Review and select techniques, procedures and methods to undertake 
engineering tasks. 
 

The TCD 1; was designed with several <500m & <250m radii curves, 113A/FB rails and a mix of G44 and wooden 

sleepers jointed every 36.6m. I suggested to the PC that they should request all “tight” radii curved rails direct 

from the S&C suppliers as this would assist installation and hand back. I recommended that manufacturer 

supply all, with rail numbering continued off back of S&C.  

Main benefits were that i) joint/weld positions were not shown on the AFCs and, ii) it allowed me to proposed 

welds within curves (where possible) and plated joints within ‘straights’. All seasonal joint adjustments would 

be quicker, easier and safer for the asset owner.  

I initially arranged a meeting with suppliers before marking up the 1:500 scale GA annotating limits of supply 

in four different colours (extract below of my initial mark-up drawing, at the east end of depot: Green = whole 

S&C unit, Pink = pre-curved rails only). 
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Extract of my drawing, total 60 rails <500m radii were pre-curved 

 

The collaborative approach between all parties resulted in the installation of rails throughout being made 

easier and ultimately safer. 

B2.: Contribute to the design and development of engineering solutions. 
 

TCD 2; East sidings close to the station, a new RRAP was required for maintenance, but my observations were: 

Joints / twist location in the middle of proposed holdfast panels and wrong sleeper type (woods = too wide) 

off the back of the S&C going into a 201m radius flat curve.  My solution; detailed measurements, order new 

twist rails, change weld positions and change PAN(V) for PAN 6 baseplates. The twist position moved closer to 

the S&C and G44 sleepers @650c/c through the new RRAP area & no joints or welds within it. I managed the 

Sub-Contractors during the re-rail/re-sleeper checking everything was as per my ‘design’. 

Before  After  

  

See Appendix H with my ‘design’ & methodology adopted 
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B3: Implement design solutions and contribute to their evaluation. 
 

In  I contacted  requesting some knowledge sharing with regards to the new grade 

separation / feeder lines wheel / rail interface on RSAR. I presented the outline design of the new lines that 

now go underneath the elevated railway at  and what output I required. Geometry, indicative stock 

types, materials, speed (Vmax 40mph), for  to carry out analysis and issue findings. In short 

recommendations were regarding geometry/rail hardness/lubrication - to extend rail life & reduce costs (over 

25 years) from £370k to £83k.   

 

In (3.5 years after Entry into Service) I visited site and witnessed multiple wheel burns, corrugation 

and RCF – the most severe defects were clamped, and planned for re-railing. The project had carried out 

extensive work  with operations and signallers, such as; driver simulations, gradient awareness 

and clear routing, to avoid such issues. 
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Down Feeder Relief – Multiple Wheel Burns (South) Down Feeder Relief – Multiple Wheel Burns (North) 

  

Down Feeder Relief – Low Rail Corrugation Up Feeder Main – High Rail RCF & lipping 
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C1: Plan for effective project implementation. 
 

I was Project’s single point of contact with the civils route asset manager (RAM-C). All existing UBs and 

embankments (>3.0m high) required full assessments of proposed additional loading, before being approved 

by the RAM-C.  is a 5-span brick arched, largest span is 18.38m / Down Main had a ballast depth 

of 451mm at crown of arch. Proposed lifts were rejected, leading to a request to re-design the vertical. I 

formally instructed the CRE to revise the vertical so that the 45mm lift was reduced to circa 15mm. Design was 

amended, checked an approved prior to the RAM(C) acceptance, for all structures, on  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page 6/6 of my Structural Assessments record 
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C2: Manage tasks, people and resources to plan and budget. 
 

 detailed design, I managed a multi-discipline team to programme and budget including change 

and issues for a £500k NEC3 design contract over 6 months. I chaired weekly progress meetings with the team 

to ensure all deliverables were being produced in line with the program and there were no outstanding issues 

causing delay. I chaired the IDC in  (Appendix F) but soon after that; the project was instructed 

to re-design major elements of the station. I re-mobilised the team, informed them of the new scope and 

programme, approved the new budget (£463k) and co-ordinated all aspects of the re-design through to 

submission.  Throughout the process, I worked closely with the Client and dealt with external stakeholders 

such as  and . The station was designed to be fully compliant to PRM/TSI regulations as set out by 

the DfT.  

C3: Manage teams and develop staff to meet changing technical and managerial 
needs. 
 

Current  Role I manage a team of 14 and ensure the correct individual is assigned to a project 

deliverable. I have carried out all  objectives and discussed professional registration, through the PWI, 

and I am encouraging each team member through a tracker spreadsheet.   

Finite resource and new talent needs to be brought in but only after existing staff have stretched targets 

making them more efficient and driven. This frees up vacancies for me to interview apprentices in the future. 

 - I will become line manager for two more engineers who are based in the  

office.  

C4: Manage continuous quality improvement. 
 

Minimum gauge readings were recorded in each BV unit (6/7 timbers before switch heel) so I discussed it with 

assemblers and designers who described it as a common issue. My suggested solution was to install a 

supplementary drive rather than derogation to standards. I needed to persuade the PEM(N), DPE and PM all 
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to accept my proposal. Eventually a Change Request (Ref ) was granted and the supplementary 

drives were ordered for post-delivery/install retro-fit.  

 

Marked-up Extract of British Rail Drawing ref: BRS-SM2371/1&7 showing a CV supplementary drive  

 

• BV Modifications and methodology 

o Cut each rod by 710mm (hacksaw fine-toothed) 

o Fit rear crank on bearer 6  

o Fit support cage on bearer 4  

On site: I managed the team, ensuring that the Switch opening was set to 109mm, adjustable sleeves on the 

crank were set then free wheel clearance at heel was set to 54mm. Once gauge was 1432mm (between bearer 

6 & 7) I authorised fitters to drill holes for the rear stretcher, final checks and set-up was complete. This 

sequence was repeated for all units and subsequently all 35x Bv8 units and 5.5km of plain line was signed off 

and commissioned .  Combined material, delivery and personnel costs circa £108k  
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TCD BV8 unit post supplementary drive (retro-fit) 

 

In  S&C concrete bearers were being modularised by diamond tipped circular saws. On longer units the 

blade would lose sharpness damaging the ends. Pads were being glued to these damaged ends and were liable 

to come off during transit. I rejected several bearers due to poor quality but I was overruled because of plant 

bookings and project milestones. The fabrication of these modular bearers has since been revised.   
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D1: Communicate in English with others as all levels. 
 

Towards end of the  I presented all detailed track designs (including the revised drainage 

solution) to the Maintenance Section Manager, TME and RAM(T). This was accepted and we continued regular 

dialogue with the TME throughout the construction and commissioning stage - successfully completed 

 

As PEM(A) I must communicate with the team in a way that develops their respect and flexibility that leads to 

staff retention and positive work ethic. In writing, I was author of CR-T documents, on the RSAR project, and 

intervention sheets for the  GRIP 2 report. I was author of the  Form A 

document / Track; approved without comments. 

D2: Present and discuss proposals. 
 

 I presented a summary of my  dissertation to my lecturer’s and an independent checker. I 

produced 24 slides and answered each of the panel questions. I quantified some negative carbon/nitrogen-

dioxide volumes based on re-use of materials travelling 0.6km and the 81 trips producing 45.93kg C0 2

compared to the 1232.4 kg of C0 2 from 8km away.     
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D3: Demonstrate personal and social skills. 
 

The  team was diverse from the business needs perspective and from a variety of ethnic and cultural 

backgrounds.  I attended many option meetings, which included another affected project in an earlier design 

phase, deliberating which options could be achieved, from a design point of view, to appease the travelling 

public. Ultimately the Client has the final say, I just demonstrate open-mindedness that gives all parties the 

confidence that scope will be met.   As a regular user of the station,  I was keen to help 

improve the customer experience as much as possible.   

E1: Comply with relevant codes of conduct. 
 

Now working on  infrastructure so have already had site inductions at  

and on the .   
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In  I attended Track Technical Engineering Course. It lasted about 15 weeks, spread over eight 

months, in which attendees were all taught how to become future Track Engineers. I passed all modules and 

final examination, before returning to the ‘day job’ and started putting this knowledge into practice. 

I have read, understood and will continue to follow, respect and honour all aspects of the Institution’s codes, 

requirements and processes. I am committed to maintaining and enhancing my CPD and evidence of this is 

included in my DAP (Appendix A). Been a member of the institution for  years and always conducted myself 

in a professional and courteous manner. I will endeavour to rigorously follow the PWI’s code of conduct 

throughout my railway career and cascade these values to my staff.  

E2: Manage, apply and improve safe systems of work. 
 

In my PEM(A) role I regularly check that site visits are planned sufficiently and that everyone has attended 

recent safety briefs and read all safety bulletins. Ensure that everyone has the correct PPE for the job they are 

planning to undertake. 

In  I gained my controller of site safety (COSS) certification, and I regularly set-up SSoW packs, in 

accordance with RSSB Rule Books, for the HG.  

I have held a PTS since , with a short gap at  in which I held the Track Accustom certification. To me, 

safety first means plan well, read and sign the task brief / safety brief then be vigilant on site avoiding 

complacency and staying close to your place of safety. Everyone home safe every day.    

E3: Undertake engineering activities in a way that contributes to sustainable 
development. 
 

My  dissertation was based upon the construction phases of RSAR and my observations about reuse of 

materials, reduced transportation and the project’s goal to reduce the C0 2 emissions (compared with 

). The project re-furbished/re-opened two existing subways allowing non-fare paying individuals 

routes between town centre and  footpath.  
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One of my direct contributions was specifying Molybdenum coated self-lubricating baseplates through the 

switch units, replacing the phosphor bronze insert slide baseplates. These are liable to be lubricated by 

maintenance teams leading to train delays, expense and timely replacement. I carried out a positive cost 

saving analysis, received approval then I modified the orders to reflect.  

 

Phosphur Bronze insert slide baseplates on 8446 Points   

 

Molybdenum baseplates 8443B Points,  
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E4: Carry out and record CPD activities necessary to maintain and enhance 
competence in own area of practice in accordance with PWI guidelines. 
 

Since  I have recorded in detail my CPD activities in various formats, most recently on the PWI portal. 

These can be found in Appendices B – E. I have a PDP to start attending more  section meetings, 

since my job moved to .  

E5: Exercise responsibilities in an ethical manner. 
 

I made the DPE aware that the properties of many residents were close to the  and that noise 

and pollution could be an issue post commissioning. My observations were proved accurate when the project 

received complaints from residents. A 450m long noise/visual barrier was subsequently erected along the 

boundary of the .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 






